The Structural Asymmetry of Mitochondrial Hsp90 (Trap1) Determines Fine Tuning of Functional Dynamics.
The Hsp90 family of molecular chaperones oversees the folding of a wide range of client proteins. Hsp90 is a homodimer, whose conformational states and functions are regulated by ATP-binding and hydrolysis. The crystal structure of mitochondrial Hsp90 (Trap1) showed that one of the two protomers in the active state is buckled, resulting in an asymmetric conformation. The asymmetry between the two protomers corresponds to the broadly conserved region responsible for client binding. Moreover, asymmetry determines differential hydrolysis for each protomer, with the buckled conformation favoring ATP processing. Experimental results show that after the first hydrolysis the dimer flips to a different asymmetric state while remaining in a closed conformation for the second hydrolysis. In this model, asymmetry plays a key role in the mechanism that drives chaperone function. Herein, we investigate the nucleotide-dependent internal dynamics of Trap1 with computational approaches. Our results shed light on the relationship between the nucleotide state in the N-terminal domain and the asymmetric modulation of the dynamic and structural properties of the client-binding region in the Middle domain. According to our analysis, this is the region that undergoes the most intense dynamic modulation upon nucleotide exchange. This result provides molecular insights into the roles of structural asymmetry in the regulation of Trap1 and suggests that this substructure is a promising target to modulate the functionally oriented aspects of Trap1 dynamics, therefore opening fresh opportunities for the design of selective therapeutics for Trap1-dependent diseases.